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analyses. Natural logarithm transformations are useful when the response variable has a positive skew or when the data are bounded at one end. For example, in a study of blood pressure, the natural logarithm of the systolic blood pressure might be analyzed using a linear model. In this case, the natural logarithm is applied to the response variable to stabilize the variance and to make the distribution of the residuals approximately normal.
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[1751]. Reinhold [308]. reject [1339]. Rejoinder
[1158, 225, 410, 386, 887, 1120, 888, 913]. Rejoinders [1066]. related
[1322, 1375, 823, 1722, 569, 873, 252, 61, 682]. relating [421]. relation
[1438, 558]. Relations [407, 526]. relationship [782, 1129]. relationships
[177]. Relative [324, 1543, 1299, 979, 1493, 1556]. relaxation [1121].
Release [1322, 1326]. relevance [867]. relevant [893]. Reliability
[204, 1811, 874, 498, 281, 972, 158, 553, 1528]. remark [400]. remarks [331].
remedies [1293]. Remerciements
remote [477].
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surveys, [1459, 1499, 1331, 1592, 864, 199, 162, 1675, 1213, 1315]. Survival
survival/sacrifice [1034]. survivor [1555]. survivors [1124]. switch
[1577]. switching [36, 1618]. Symmetric [1728, 516, 1059, 627, 974, 43].
symmetrical [532, 38, 99]. symmetrically [1311]. symmetry
[1203, 1088, 848, 1178, 1634]. symposium [165]. synthesis [1093]. System
[1814, 266, 965, 148].

T [147, 203]. table [608, 1269, 751, 93, 483]. tableau [483]. Tables
[168, 310, 311, 702, 1774, 1810, 1775, 1135, 100, 105, 189].
tail [976, 1309, 832]. tailed [1440]. taille [1028, 488]. tails [1335].
tightness [529]. Time [1812, 760, 1807,
Volume [1280, 1290, 1328, 1365, 1740, 1723, 1732, 168, 310, 311, 286, 105, 151, 134, 265, 222]. voting [975]. vraisemblance [714].
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